
Key Entry Exam 2010 
 

Part 1A: Reading 
 

1 T 
2 T 
3 F (only first and business class passengers / economy 

class passengers for only half of the flight) 
4 T 
5 T 
6 F (While over Antarctica passengers are encouraged to 

get up and move about!) 
7 F (The pilot flies in a long 'figure 8' to allow sights to be 

seen equally well from both sides of the plane.) 
8 T  
9 F (The plane flies 3,000 metres above ground, too high 

up to see details.) 
10 T 

 

Part 1B: Writing 
 

     individual assessment 
 
Part 2: Grammar 
 
1 to buy 2 harder 3 have sent 4 tell me 5 Did you watch 
6 must 7 as   8 we will be 9 hasn't got 10 well 
11 have you lived 12 Their 13 which 14 We usually go  
15 was shining  16 On 17 Who 18 much 19 any 
20 I'll go 
 
Part 3A: Vocabulary 
 
1C 2D 3A 4B 6C 7A 8D 9B 10A 
 
Part 3B: Vocabulary 
 
1 take 2 appointment  3 refuse  4 watch  
5 recipe 6 promise  7 invent  8 contain  
9 fed up with  10 opposite 
 



 

PART 2   GRAMMAR   (10 minutes) SOLUTIONS 
 

Tick (����)  the correct answer. 
 

Example: 0. Are you good    at �        in         of       English? 
 
1. I would like  to buy      buying    buy      a Rolls Royce. 

2. It is  more hard      harder        more harder    to learn to drive than I  

  thought. 

3. I  have send    am sent     have sent    five emails this morning. 

4. Can you  say me    tell to me     tell me   the time, please? 

5.  Have you watched     Did you watch    Did you watched    the new film last 

night? 

6.  It is snowing hard, Peter, you really   must    have to    mustn't   put on your 

winter coat today! 

7. My car wasn’t as expensive  like     than     as    yours. 

8. If we don’t go now,   we will be    we would be     we are     late. 

9. He    have     don't have      hasn't got    a car in his garage. 

10. They speak English very good      well     better.  

11. How long   are you living     do you live     have you lived in London? For 

three years and I love it! 

 
12.  There    Their     They’re  wedding anniversary is on Sunday. 

13.  I work for a company what    who    which   produces furniture. 

14.   We are usually going    We usually go    We go usually  to work by bus. 

15.  The sun   was shining     shone    were shine   when she left the house. 

16.  In     At      On  New Year’s Day we often go to the theatre. 

17. Who     Where     How    lives there?  -  An American. 

18. We don’t have  much    many    little   money. 

19. There isn’t  no    any    some    tea left in the pot, sorry. 

20. Is that the door bell? I’ll go        I go       I am going    and check who it is. 

 ____ / 20 



PART 3A     VOCABULARY     (5 minutes) SOLUTIONS 

 
 

The Rockies 
 
The Rocky Mountains run almost the length (0) ……. North America. 
 
They start in the north-west, but lie only a (1) …… hundred miles from the centre in 
 
more southern areas. Although the Rockies are smaller (2) …… the Alps, they are no 
 
less wonderful. 
 
There are many roads across the Rockies, (3) …… the best way to see them is to (4) 
…… 
 
by train. You start from Vancouver, (5) …… most attractive of Canada’s big cities. 
 
Standing with its feet in the water and its head in the mountains, this city (6) …… 
 
its inhabitants to ski on slopes just 15 minutes by car from the city (7) …… . 
 
 
Thirty passenger trains a day used to (8) …… off from Vancouver on the cross-continent 
 
railway. Now there are just three a week, but the ride is still a great adventure. You sleep 
 
on board, (9) …… is fun, but travel through some of the best (10) …… at night. 
 

 

0   A of    ����  B down  C in  D through 

 
1   A many  B lot   C few  D couple 
 
2   A from  B to   C as  D than 
 
3   A but  B because  C unless D since 
 
4   A drive  B travel  C ride  D pass 
 
5   A a   B one   C the  D its 
 
6   A lets  B allows  C offers D gives 
 
7   A centre  B circle  C middle D heart 
 
8   A leave  B get   C take  D set 
 
9   A when  B which  C who  D where 
 
10  A scenery  B view   C vision D beauty 
 

 ____ / 10 



PART 3B  VOCABULARY  (5 minutes)      SOLUTIONS 

 
Choose for each gap the correct word or expression from the list below. There 
are more words than gaps. Don’t use any of the words more than once. 
 
 
1 ‘How long does it  ………take………………..to get to the train station?`  

‘About 2 hours.` 
 
2 I’ve got a dental ……appointment………….. at 3 o’clock. 
 
3 Why do you ……refuse…………….. to accept that there is a problem? 
 
4 I’m going to ……watch………… the game Manchester United/Liverpool. 
 
5 He doesn’t know how to make this soup; he needs a …recipe…. . 
 
6 It’s a secret, ……promise……………….. not to tell anyone! 
 
7 ‘He was late again.` ’What excuse did he ……invent…………. this time?` 
 
8 This drink doesn’t ………contain………………… any alcohol. 
 
9 I’m ……fed up with………………….. waiting for her, I’m going now. 
 
10 We live further down on the ………opposite……….. side of the road. 
 
 
 

invite        heavy             refuse         look        contain       little        promise 
 
argument       disappear        difficult      watch       appointment     recipe 
 
take      invent       opposite      fed up with 
     

 
 
            
         _____/10 
 
 
 
 


